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The World After: Part I
By Jeremiah VanderHelm
 

The harsh yellow sun beat down on the battered, ruined city landscape, heating the 

terrain like an oven. The dust in the air wouldn’t settle, giving everything the boy could see a 

glimmering texture. He focused on what was around him, but kept most of his attention fixed on 

the figure leaning against a broken door frame. He could tell the man had noticed him as soon as 

he had turned the corner, but had kept his distance, as was the custom. With how jumpy people 

were these days, you didn’t want to seem too skittish. You needed to appear calm and collected 

at all times, or you’d be set upon by bandits no matter where you went.

The man finally began to move when the boy’s feet hit what had once been a small road 

made of brick, with buildings on one side and what could have once been a park on the other 

side. The man crossed to the middle of the street, and the two stopped ten to fifteen yards away 

from each other, at least by the boys reckoning. There was silence for a moment before the boy 

spoke first, “Are you the one we picked up on the radio last night?”

“I am,” responded the man. He was dressed in a bulky black shirt with a pack full of 

supplies slung over his shoulders. Sunglasses covered his eyes, and his hair was long and stringy, 

hanging down over his face in places. Finally, there was a 9mm pistol enclosed in a leather 

holster at his hip. The boy noticed a slight twitch in his finger, which was too close to his holster 

for his liking.

“Still willing to trade?” asked the boy. He felt his own hand moving towards the holster 

at his hip, and the Glock enclosed inside of it. The man was acting far too jumpy not to be some 

kind of bandit. The boy held in a sigh. It was going to be one of those days.

“That depends on what you got, boy,” the man said. He looked the boy up and down, “I 

don’t see much on you besides the clothes on your back and your weapons.”

The boy laughed, “Do you take me for an idiot? I left my things in a safe place. You 

never know the kind of people you’re gonna run into on a blind call. There are some real freaks 

out there these days. If I decide I trust you, I’ll take you to where I stashed everything. Sound 

good?” The boy was getting more and more uncomfortable by the second. The man in front of 

him was obviously going to rob him, it was just a matter of when and how. Like he’d said, there 

were some real freaks these days. Still, there was no point in delaying the inevitable; it was time 
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to get the ball rolling.

“Sounds fine,” said the man.

“That’s just dandy.” the boy said, hoping the light amount of sarcasm wouldn’t set the 

man off early. You never knew. When the man didn’t draw on him, he continued with, “If you’ll 

just leave your weapons here, I’ll leave mine too, and I’ll take you to my stuff.”

The man snorted, which the boy took to be a laugh, then smiled as he said, “Do you 

honestly expect me to leave my guns out in the open here? How do I know that you don’t have 

any little friends that’ll come out and snatch ‘em while we’re gone, hmm?”

The boy smiled too,  “Oh, don’t worry, I’m sure your guys’ll take good care of your guns 

while we’re gone.”

The smile on the man’s face fell as quickly as it had first appeared, “What are you talking 

about?”

“Your two guys: one behind the counter in that old shop to my left, one behind the 

fountain to my right. I’m assuming there’s at least two more someplace behind you. At least I 

hope they’re your guys because if they aren’t, we’re both in a lot of trouble, because both of the 

ones I can see are armed.”

The boy heard shuffling behind him as the men came out from behind their cover and 

took up positions behind him. Two more men came out of a store farther down the street with 

guns in hand. They were behind the man, who had drawn his pistol and was slowly advancing on 

the boy.

“Okay, this is how it’s gonna work,” the man said through gritted teeth, “you’re going to 

take me and my men to your supplies, and then you are going to go on your way. If you make 

any moves I don’t like, I’ll shoot you. If I think you’re leading us the wrong way, I’ll shoot you. 

If you look back at me, I’ll shoot you. If I don’t like how the air smells, I will blame it on you, 

and then I will shoot you. Does that sound reasonable to you?”

“No,” the boy said after a minute, “and do you know why? Let me elaborate. You just 

layed all of your chips on the table. You revealed to me you’re a bandit, showed me all of your 

men’s positions, told me your plan, and, on top of all that, now you’re bluffing. How do I know 

you’re bluffing? Because you’re threatening to shoot me before I take you to my things, which 

are all you really want as a robber, so you’re not going to risk not getting them. You see, this is 

not my first blind call. This is not my first run in with bandits. This will not be my last run in 
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with bandits, because I fully intend to walk out of this thing alive today. The question is: will you 

be walking out of this today? That is completely up to you.”

There was silence for roughly thirty seconds, during which every muscle on the man 

twitched with anger. Finally, he advanced forward, raising his pistol into the air, “I’ll be d***ed 

if I’m going to let some kid get the better of me.”

The pistol began its downward arc and several things happened in the span of a few 

seconds. 

Thud!

The man suddenly was propelled backward as a bullet fired from a sniper rifle hit him 

in the chest. In the time between the bullet hitting the man and the sound of the shot alerting his 

men that he’d been shot, the boy whirled, pulling the Glock free of its holster. This took less than 

a full second.

Crack!

The shot from the rifle shattered the chaotic silence, and the boy completed his turn. 

There were two more cracks as both of the men crumpled to the ground, a bullet in each of 

them. At the same time, there were another two cracks from behind where the two men had been 

standing as the two newcomers took down their predetermined marks. This took less than two 

seconds. The echo from the sniper’s shot had yet to die down in the air around them.

The boy holstered his pistol and gave a wave to the building behind him, where the sniper 

who had taken out the first bandit was hidden in the higher floors. Most of the buildings in the 

area were rubble, but this one still had several higher-up floors still intact. Then, he turned to find 

the two others at the far end of the street walking towards him, their semi-automatic rifles slung 

over their shoulders. 

One, Thomas Flynn was his name, stood slightly taller than him, with an old baseball 

cap tucked over his dark eyes and darker hair, the insignia of a roaring lion emblazoned over the 

front of it. The other was Thomas’s sister, Amy, who was the boy’s height and age, with red hair 

tied back in a ponytail and blue eyes that somehow managed to always be smiling, no matter 

what had just happened.

“Cutting it a little close there, Todd?” called Amy, “There was a second there where I 

thought you were going to let him shoot you. I started thinking about how calm life would be 

without you constantly aggravating anyone we ever come across.”
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“Oh, sure, it’d be calmer, but think of how boring it would be.” retorted the boy, Todd 

McKinley, ”You might let somebody sneak up on you without me and my ‘aggravation’, as you 

put it, keeping you on your toes. Besides, you shouldn’t act like you don’t like cleaning up the 

best filth humanity has to offer while seeing the gems of the scenic nuclear wasteland. I swear, 

one of these days I’m gonna start feeling underappreciated.”

“Well, we wouldn’t want that,” she said as she and Thomas reached him.

“That’s what I want to hear.”

Thomas continued going, walking to the two dead bodies behind them, “Todd, are you 

gonna keep hitting on my sister or are you gonna check the bodies, like you’re always getting on 

us to do,” The comment was both barbed yet unserious; uncomfortable as he was with Todd’s 

flirtatious relationship with Amy, they had still known eachother since Todd was four and 

Thomas just ten months younger and were brothers in all but blood.

“Actually, I was planning on dealing with the one guy still alive yet,” Todd said as he 

gestured to the first man, whose sunglasses had fallen from his haggard face during his fall. He 

had been trying to crawl as quietly as possible towards where his pistol had fallen, but now that 

he knew he had been discovered, he got on his hands and knees and raced toward it as quickly as 

they would carry him.

In one smooth motion, Todd brought his shotgun out from it’s place, slung behind 

his shoulder, to his hands. He racked the slide, bringing a shell to the chamber and sending a 

warning to the man to stop what he was doing. “On your belly; hands on your head. If I see a 

hand move towards a weapon, I cannot guarantee it will stay attached to your body.”

The man stopped moving and Todd walked quickly to the pistol, still several feet from 

the man. He dropped the magazine, then ejected the round in the chamber before throwing the 

gun away. He tossed the magazine to Thomas, who pocketed it. Next, Todd took the pack from 

the man, and sorted through it, taking things out that they needed, or that the man wouldn’t be 

needing anymore, and leaving what they didn’t. Next, he patted the man down, and when he 

found nothing, he stood up.

“Roll over,” he ordered the man, who whimpered, “Sweet crap, I’m not gonna shoot you 

for moving after I tell you to move. Now, roll over.”
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The man complied, and Todd snuck the barrel of the shotgun under the man’s shirt and 

lifted it to reveal an old world kevlar vest hidden underneath, a bullet lodged in it over the man’s 

heart, “Okay, take off your vest.” 

“Why?” asked the man.

Todd rolled his eyes, “Lordy, you’re not very good at this, are you? When the man with 

the gun asks you to do something, you do it, because the man with the gun is in charge of the 

situation, and will shoot you and take the vest anyways if you don’t do what he says. Does that 

make sense to you?”

“Yes.”

“Good. Now take off your vest.”

The man hurriedly shed both his shirt and the vest. He gave the vest to Todd, who once 

more tossed it to Thomas with a curt, “Mine.”

He turned back to the man on the ground, who seemed to be alternating emotionally 

between anger and fear. Todd said to him, “Now, the bullet had a long way to travel and got 

caught in your vest. On top of that, it isn’t the highest caliber of bullets, but I’m guessing you 

still have some fractured or broken ribs. Can you walk?” The man nodded, and Todd continued, 

“Good. There’s a settlement called Royce about a day and a half’s walk in that direction.” Todd 

said, and he pointed in an easterly direction, “There’s a doctor there named Abrams who’ll patch 

you up for free out the goodness of his heart. Remember to thank him. I left enough food and 

supplies in your pack for the trip there, and after that, I want you to stay there. Do not try to 

rob anyone ever again. You will only succeed in getting yourself killed. If I hear about anyone 

robbing anyone else in this area ever again, I will come back here, and I will find you, and next 

time you will not have that vest to protect you. Does that sound reasonable to you?”

The man nodded frantically, and Todd smiled, “Good, now get moving.”

The man rose unsteadily to his feet, picked up his pack, slung it around his shoulder, 

and began to walk in the direction that Todd had pointed. After a few steps, he turned back and 

asked, “How old are you?”

“Seventeen,” Todd answered, and began to walk towards the bodies at the far end of the 

street. He’d been expecting the question since he and the man first began talking. People always 

seemed curious about his age more than anything else.

“Seventeen,” the man repeated with a chuckle, “I just got robbed by an effing teenager.”
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Todd replied without turning, “Age lost its meaning when the bombs fell.”

 

They met up with the sniper, Neil Jackson, in the lobby of the building he had been firing 

from. Taller than Thomas and with a shaved head, he also had sharp, angular features that all fell 

under the shadow of a beaten, black, leather fedora that never left his head, even while he was 

sleeping. They gave him the supplies they’d taken from the dead, and he took them to where he 

had kept the rest of their things towards the top of the building. It was there that they decided to 

make camp for the night, as the confrontation with the bandits had happened at about six-thirty 

in the afternoon. They wouldn’t get much farther with the light they had left.

They gathered a healthy amount of bricks from the street below and laid them out over a 

generous area in the room near the top where they would sleep, before piling wood on top of the 

area and lighting a small fire. They ate a small portion of their food for dinner and talked for a 

short while about things that didn’t matter. Finally, Neil walked to his pack and retrieved his 

ham radio while Todd took out a map of the area from his own pack. The map was lightly 

shaded in some areas by pencil to signify clouds of radiation that still hovered around the world 

even nearly a century and a half after the Last War, when the bombs had fallen.

From what Todd could tell of the map and various signs around the city, they were in a 

city that had once been called Grand Rapids. Although the city hadn’t been nuked like most of 

the larger cities were, it had been bombed by non-nuclear weapons, likely during the Razing, 

when the enemies of the United States had sent several squadrons of planes to drop non-nuclear 

weapons of mass destruction on most of the mid-size cities across the country. Most of the old 

cities had been destroyed, and those that had survived had fallen into disrepair over the next 

hundred and fifty years, whether simply by no one looking after them or by vandalism. 

Currently, the nearest cloud of radiation was several miles to the west, but they were still 

required to check in with their commanders just to make sure they didn’t accidentally wander 

into anything they wouldn’t wander out of.

Their objective was another day’s walk to the north, where the settlement of Edwin was 

located. A few days ago, Royce had lost communication with Edwin, and the next day there was 

a plume of black smoke rising to the northwest. Fearing the worst, the leaders of the POW-HA, 

or Post-War Human Alliance, the governing body in what was left of eastern America, had 

ordered a team dispatched from Royce to investigate. Royce, in turn, dispatched Todd and his 
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team. It had been on their first night on the road that they had received a transmission on the 

radio about a man in the Grand Rapids Ruins that was willing to trade. Wary as he was, Todd 

still agreed to go along with it as long as they were cautious, and as it turned out his cautiousness 

paid off.

It wasn’t that there were no other teams that Todd, Thomas, Amy and Neal were sent, 

but that it was as Todd had told the bandit. Age had no meaning, anymore. As soon as you could 

work, you did, in whatever way possible. So, Todd, Thomas, and Amy had all applied to be a 

recon team, groups of people who were sent out to do whatever needed doing in the wastelands, 

whether it was to re-establish contact with a settlement gone dark or hunting down a dangerous 

fugitive. They were teamed with Neil, a sharpshooter with aim better than people who had been 

shooting since long before he was born.

Neil fiddled with the various knobs on the ham radio, before bringing the receiver to his 

mouth and saying, “Royce Base, this is Recon Team 9396; come in Royce Base.”

There was a beat, then a staticky voice came through the radio, “Recon Team 9396, this 

is Royce Base. Please give your authentication code.”

“Right away, Royce Base. Authentication code is Kilo-Sierra-Juliet-Romeo-nine-five.”

Another pause, then, “Very good, 9396, are you still en route to Edwin?”

“We’re still about a day out; we got sidetracked by a few bandits later in the day. 

They’re...not going to be bothering anyone again anytime soon.”

There was chuckling on the other end of the radio, “How is it that the youngest recon 

team always seems to rack up a body count by the end of the day?”

“Well, I guess we just have that effect on people.”

More chuckling, then, “Nothing to report to you tonight, 9396, so I guess we’ll be 

hearing from you tomorrow night, when you’ll have reached Edwin.”

“I guess so, Royce Base, talk to you then. Signing off.”

 

Neil took the first watch for two hours after sundown, and after that it was Todd’s turn. 

He took Neil’s rifle from where it was leaned against the shattered frame of a window and 

sighted down the scope. Small fires dotted the landscape of the broken city, showing the camps 

of the bandits that lived there. Every once in awhile someone would step in front of the flames, 

casting long shadows on the already shadowy landscape. That was how Todd stayed for several 
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minutes, before he lowered the weapon, once more leaning it against the window frame then 

leaning on the frame himself.

The city was deathly quiet, the only sounds the hissing and popping of the dying fire 

behind him and the occasional cackling laughter of the city’s inhabitants. He reached into his 

pocket and took out a pack of cigarettes he had pocketed from the bandit earlier. Sold to the right 

person, this pack of cigarettes would have been worth a lot. While he wasn’t a rich person by any 

means, the house Todd shared with the rest of his team was large enough, and the only things he 

had ever had the need to buy were weapons and ammunition, the former of which he had no 

need of at the moment, while the latter was cheap.

Putting a cigarette to his mouth, he took a silver lighter from his pocket and lit it, 

breathing smoke in for a moment before taking the cigarette away and blowing it all out. He 

wasn’t a smoker, but everyone had to have a bad habit, and this was his. Besides, he was going 

to die at some point, and of something. The way of life he had chosen practically guaranteed that 

it would be by bullet, so he might as well smoke.

Depressing as this line of thought was, it was one that he revisited every so often. Death 

was a sad fact of life in the post-war world. He would die; Thomas would die; Neil would die; 

Amy would...

As he had most nights, he pushed the thoughts out of his head. The cigarette was close to 

the filter anyways, so he threw it out of the window and brought another one from the pack in his 

pocket. Raising it to his lips, he took out the lighter and lit the second cigarette, once more 

sucking in the smoke it put out.

From behind him came a voice that startled him at first until he realized who it was, “I 

once heard smoking causes cancer. That’ll kill you, you know.”

Todd turned to find Amy standing behind him, arms crossed in a way that might have 

been disappointment had she not been smiling. Todd replied, “So will radiation, and heaven 

knows we’ve probably been exposed to our fair share of that, no matter what the maps say.”

Her smile fell as she joined him by the shattered window, “Thanks for that uplifting 

message, Todd.” They stared out at the city, and the pockets of flickering orange light, “What do 

you think we’ll find when we get to Edwin?”

Todd thought for a moment. The odds of whatever they found there being good were slim 

to none, but he still didn’t want to seem too downtrodden. “I don’t know,” he said after a few 
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seconds of thought, “but I just hope that if something bad did happen, whoever did it isn’t still 

there,” He turned to look at her, “You shouldn’t be up, in any case, your shift doesn’t start for a 

while yet. You should go to sleep; be well-rested when in the morning.”

Amy smiled sadly and turned to walk back to the corner where she had been sleeping, 

before she turned back once more and said, “Don’t get too depressed. I hate to see you like this.” 

She leaned in and kissed him on the cheek, not so much a romantic kiss but a kiss among friends 

who had shared the experiences they had shared, and went off to her corner of the room, leaving 

Todd once more alone. He stared down at the barely smoked cigarette between his fingers before 

throwing it out the window like the other, this time throwing the pack with it..

 

They awoke early the next morning and set off for Edwin. The road there was uneventful, 

and it wasn’t until they were a mile out from Edwin that they knew that something was horribly 

wrong.. From in the distance, they could see that Edwin was a burnt husk of it’s former self, and 

as they got closer, it only got worse. The shops they could see were burnt, homes on the outskirts 

were ransacked and bloodied, and bodies began appearing with greater frequency with every step 

they took, gashes and bullet wounds covering their bodies. Some almost looked like they had 

been trampled.

The team entered the settlement itself with weapons drawn, Todd with his shotgun, 

Thomas and Amy with their rifles, and Neil with the two revolvers that he used whenever using 

his sniper rifle wasn’t an option. Edwin was a small settlement. Most people chose to live on the 

outskirts, while the town itself was where most businesses were located. A single road ran up the 

middle of town, with six businesses on each side. At the end of the street was the town hall, 

where meetings were held and the mayor of Edwin lived. All of the buildings were made of 

wood and various metals that had been put together in a patchwork style to make ugly but sturdy 

structures. Now, most of them were burnt, just a couple of them still standing including the town 

hall.

They slowly advanced down the street towards town hall, with Todd on point and Amy 

and Thomas to his left and right flanks, respectively, and Neil directly behind him. If anyone was 

still alive, they would have gathered in the cellar of town hall, as was the emergency procedure 

of Edwin should raiders attack the settlement. Bleak as the situation was, there still could be 

survivors, and it was 9396’s job to find them and to try to save them.
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They reached the town hall and hastily mounted the steps, with Thomas, Neil and Amy 

taking up positions on either side of the door. Todd stood directly in front of it. When everyone 

was in position, he took one hand off the slide of his shotgun and took the door handle, slowly 

turning it.

Had adrenaline not been rushing through his veins, heightening his every sense, he would 

not have heard the delicate chick of a trip wire being severed, sending signals to explosives that 

Todd didn’t need to see to perceive. “MOVE!” he yelled. They threw themselves down the stairs 

and bolted from the town hall. They managed to make it several yards before the explosives 

detonated, sending a shock wave of heat roaring down Edwin’s only street. The deafening boom 

pierced the otherwise silent morning, and Todd crashed to the ground, hands over his head, as 

the others did the same around him.

Todd was only vaguely aware of what was happening in his surroundings for the next 

minute. Dust covered everything, making it impossible to see; he could barely hear from the 

shock wave of the explosion. Still he could feel the ground vibrating violently, with pebbles and 

dust bouncing off the ground. Someone was coming. Through the smoke and the dust he could 

vaguely see the shapes of people moving past him. When the smoke settled and his hearing 

returned, he saw that at least twenty men now surrounded them, on horseback, with weapons 

drawn. They must have been waiting behind the the town hall or in the outskirts for someone to 

come investigating. They were all muscular, of varying heights and with tattoos covering their 

arms and legs, as if to make them look more menacing than they already were.

Todd risked a glance behind him, and through the gaps in their assailants he could see the 

Edwin town hall in flames, a huge portion of it collapsed. Smoke rose high up into the sky.Soon, 

hopefully, people would see the smoke in Royce and send more teams for reinforcements. Todd 

only hoped they could survive until then.

“On your knees. Drop your weapons” said one of the men curtly. He was tall, with 

tattoos covering most his bald head. His eyes were green, and as they stared into Todd’s he felt 

his heart grow cold. At his side was a massive pistol that he recognized as a Desert Eagle, and he 

remembered what he had told the bandit the day before about the man with the gun being in 

charge. Reluctantly, Todd got to his knees and dropped his shotgun from his back, undoing the 

holster on his hip and letting it drop to the ground, while Thomas, Amy and Neil did the same 

with their respective weapons to his sides. He kept the .38 service revolver at the small of his 
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back, tucked into his pants beneath his shirt, though, for the little good it might do.After a 

moment of silence, the man spoke again, “Who are you? Speak.”

“My name is Todd McKinley. These are the members of my team. We’re here on a 

mission from the POW-HA to investigate why we’ve lost communications with Edwin. We can 

see why now. If you’ll let us, we’ll be on our way,” said Todd. He never broke eye contact with 

the man, hard as it was. The man’s stare seemed to grip Todd while at the same time repelling 

him; simultaneously daring him to continue it while still making him realize that he was inferior.

“Oh, don’t worry,” the man replied, “you will head back to your superiors. You will 

make your report, but not until after I am done with you. First, let my men collect your weapons. 

They will not be returned to you, should you feel the need to ask.”

“Over my dead body.” Neil said fiercely. The rifle laying on the ground in front of him 

had been in his family for generations even before the War. It was a part of Neil, and his most 

prized possession. Still, Todd was shocked at the rashness of Neil’s words as clearly this man 

had no qualms about killing. After all, killing a teenager was the same as killing an adult to most. 

Sure enough, faster than the eye could follow, the man drew his huge Desert Eagle from his side 

and pointed it with Neil.

“That can very easily be arranged,” he said. Then, he smiled, and lowered the gun, “Let’s 

not do anything hasty, yet, though. You don’t even know my name yet, and you should always 

know the name of the man that kills you. My name is Damian, should it come down to me 

killing you; Damian Mackie. Now, let my men take your weapons, please.” The emphasis on the 

last world was as menacing as it was unneeded, because by Todd’s count they had at least fifteen 

guns pointed their way at the moment. Men descended from their horses, and quickly took the 

guns off the ground, putting them in saddlebags on their horses.

“Good. Thank you,” Mackie said. He smiled, and let his eyes roam their faces once more, 

finally letting them come to rest on Amy, “And what is your name, my dear?” Amy stayed silent, 

so he continued, “Don’t be afraid, I don’t bite. Now tell me, what is your name?”

Amy was silent again, but finally said, “Amy, my name is Amy Flynn.”

Mackie smiled, “Hi, Amy, I’m Damian. My, my, you are very beautiful; has anyone ever 

told you that?” Todd felt his stomach turn to fire at the words, and didn’t have to turn to know 

that Thomas was likely having the same reaction. Mackie continued, “How does this sound, 

Amy? You can come with me and my friends. You and I can get better...acquainted. In return, I 
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will happily let your friends leave Edwin alive, on the condition that I don’t see them again. How 

does that sound?”

This time, Todd stood, pulling the service revolver from the small of his back and 

pointed it at Mackie, who didn’t flinch.

“You won’t touch her!” he said fiercely. He heard shouts of “No!” from his friends, as, 

too late, he saw one of Mackie’s men adjust the aim of his rifle and fire a single shot. The bullet 

slammed into his chest and lifted him off the ground. The vest under his shirt assured that it 

didn’t reach his chest, but he still felt every muscle, every nerve, every cell in his body cry out in 

pain. Ribs snapped as the vest did little to absorb the actual impact and energy of the bullet. 

He heard more shouts from his friends, Amy’s screamed “TODD!” while he was still in 

the air. He thought he would die for a moment, that this was how he would die, before he hit the 

ground and lost consciousness, the void swallowing him up and taking the pain away.

 

When he woke up, at first Todd didn’t recognize his surroundings. He was in a large, 

dimly lit building. Curtains hung on either side of his bed, so it looked like a hospital, but which 

one? He tried to take a breath, but pain flared in his chest and he winced. Looking down, he saw 

bandages wrapped around his chest across where the bullet had hit him.

Then, a short man with stubby brown hair and a graying beard came into his vision, and 

he realized that he was back in Royce. The man staring down at him was Abrams, the doctor that 

he had told the bandit about.

“My boy, you’re finally awake. Had you not had a pulse I would have pronounced you 

dead days ago! Still, here you are, alive and reasonably well!” said the older man of roughly 

sixty. He was talking a mile-a-minute, as he usually did. “Thomas! Neil! He’s awake!” he called. 

Thomas and Neil came running in from the waiting area of the hospital. At first glance, Todd 

could tell that whatever had happened while he was out was not good. He needed answers.

He let the questions come pouring out, not caring how overloaded Thomas, Neil and 

Abrams were, “What happened? How did we get back here? How long was I out?” and finally, 

“Where in God’s name is Amy?”

Thomas just looked away and closed his eyes, so Todd looked at Neil, who looked back 

at him sadly for a moment before he began, “After you went down, there was a lot of yelling and 

shouting. Most wanted to just kill you on the spot, but the raider’s leader, Mackie, kept telling 
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Amy that he promised he wouldn’t have you executed if she went with him. Finally, she told him 

she would go as long as he kept his promise. They took her Todd...she’s gone,” Todd let the 

realization sink in that Amy was actually gone, that she had left to save his life. She was with 

some homicidal lunatic right now, God only knew where, and it was all his fault. He felt tears 

burning his eyes, but he held them back and motioned for Neil to continue, which he did, “I, uh, 

radioed for help with the ham radio in one of the buildings that was still intact. Mine is fried to 

crap; it’s useless now. They got reinforcements out to us a couple hours later in one of the 

armored humvees, but by that time Mackie and his men were long gone. There was no use 

giving chase.

“They got you back here real quick and Abrams had to put you under to perform surgery. 

You had three broken ribs, another two cracked, and a punctured lung that needed mending. You 

were under for a while, but you still came through. That vest off that bandit definitely saved your 

skin. You were unconscious for another two days after that, so it’s been two days since it all 

happened.” He paused for a second, “I’m sorry, Todd. We should have figured it was a trap the 

moment we sat foot in Edwin. I should’ve seen it coming.”

“No...,” Todd said slowly, still not wanting to believe Amy was gone, “I’m the team 

leader. It was my fault. The question is: what’s next? Abrams, how long until I’m good to go?”

“Normally in your condition I’d say you need a week’s bedrest, but having had you as a 

patient before, I know that time frame would only serve to piss you off,” the elderly doctor said 

after a moment’s thought, “so just give it a day, and after that, try not to get shot again for at 

least three months. Since we all know what your next move is, I would also recommend you get 

a mode of transportation that doesn’t involve you doing much of the heavy lifting as you go off 

galavanting across the desert like a cowboy in search of a fugitive. You’re going to have a hard 

time doing any kind of extended physical activity for a long time because of that lung.”

“Good, so you all already know what we’re going to do.” said Todd, “We’re going after 

Mackie. We’re getting Amy back before that psychopath can touch a hair on her head.”

Thomas looked up at Todd then, his eyes rimmed with red, and tracks where tears had 

been still visible on his cheeks.

“Promise me, Todd,” he said, “Promise me we’re getting her back.”

Todd reached out and grasped his closest friend’s wrist as tightly as he possibly could, 

“We’re getting her back, Thomas. I swear to you, we’re getting Amy back.”
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To be continued...


